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Across
1. an unusual or peculiar way in which a 

particular person behaves or thinks

4. the ________ actions of the villain made him a 

very unliked character.

5. to make very weak or tired OR to severely 

restrict the efficiency or effectiveness of something

8. to portray, illustrate, describe in accurate 

detain OR to show or describe something pictorally

11. according to reputation or general belief OR 

having widespread acceptance and good reputation

16. a random order given by someone in power 

that must be followed OR a command (act of will or 

consciousness)

19. When my family told me we were going out 

for dinner I did not expect such a _________ meal at 

a fancy restaurant.

20. Once Brad got older, he realized his childhood 

fairy best friend was just a _______ of his 

imagination

21. If my sister sold her artwork from high school 

I'm sure she could ______ a good amount of money.

22. reasoning that seems plausible but is really not

23. fruitful or prolific in offspring or vegetation 

OR intellectually productive

Down
2. dull, monotonous, ordinary OR relating to 

earthly, practical matters

3. to gather and store away for future use

6. The boy had an ___________ attitude, when in 

reality he was not all that special.

7. a subtle or slight variation

9. existing everywhere; seen everywhere

10. to honor greatly or revere; to greatly respect

12. an arbitrary or unsupported notion; an invented 

or imagined story

13. The two lovers had a ________ for each other, 

so they decided to get married.

14. When the politician found himself wrapped in 

a scandal, he feared the ________ we was going to 

face the next time she spoke to the public.

15. to set apart as holy, sanctified, or blessed

17. sharpness, particularly of the mind or senses

18. So little people were invited, the party could 

only be described as ________

Word Bank
fecund esoteric overweening garner delineate ignominy

figment figment nuance penchant garner upiquitous

fiat enervate mundane sophistry depraved hallow

idiosyncrasy reputed sumptuous acuity hallow


